
One person’s efforts could fund work 
that saves thousands of lives. 

One in three Americans will battle cancer in their lifetime.  
It can be hard to believe that a single person can make a 
difference. But funding just one research breakthrough, or  
one study with the right outcome, could potentially save 
thousands of lives. ResearcHERS: Women Fighting Cancer is 
a movement that engages women to raise funds to directly 
support cancer researchers – women cancer researchers.
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THE WORLD  
NEEDS ANSWERS.  
SO I NEED YOU.

Why women researchers?

The American Cancer Society is proud to be a top supporter of 
women in cancer research. Currently half of the American Cancer 
Society’s grantees are women, most of them early in their careers. 
Help raise the funds needed to fuel HER next big discovery.

Women make invaluable contributions to cancer research yet 
are underrepresented in research leadership. As the leading 
nonprofit funder of cancer research in the US, we can help 
sustain women-led cancer research, launch new careers, and 
inspire a new generation of young women considering careers in 
science. Help us ensure women continue to be a powerful and 
growing force to help save lives from all types of cancer. 

We have some of the  
world’s top women 
researchers spearheading 
critical research studies  
in the following areas: 
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What is ResearcHERS™?

ResearcHERS is a cancer-fighting program that 
empowers women like you to raise money for  
female researchers. By participating, you  
could actually fund the next cancer breakthrough  
that saves thousands of lives. Nominate yourself,  
or another go-getter who can raise the funds  
needed to keep vital research moving forward.

WHEN OUR 
WORK CONTINUES,  
SO DOES RESEARCH
THAT SAVES LIVES.

As a selected ambassador,  
you commit to:

As a ResearcHERS ambassador, you’ll be 
supporting women researchers leading the 
way in critical cancer research. Here are a 
few examples: 

1.800.227.2345    www.ACSResearcHERS.org/

There are many ways to get involved. Donate to ResearcHERS,  
nominate a powerful woman candidate to raise money, or take  
on the challenge yourself to fund research that can save lives.


	Bullet list: • Raising at least $2,500 to help the   American Cancer Society fund female cancer      researchers • Spreading the word to increase awareness of    the ResearcHERS program and purpose  • Encouraging other women to join the     ResearcHERS program  • Wearing a ResearcHERS lapel pin every day   during the month of May  
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	First Name 1: Heather Hundley, PhD
	Person 1: Dr. Hundley conducts cutting edge RNA editing research to improve understanding of RNA-mediated gene expression in order to develop pharmacological strategies that prevent the growth and progression of cancer.
	CUSTOMIZE URL: Indiana
	Credentials 1: Indiana University
	First Name 2: Laurie Littlepage, Phd
	Person 2: Dr. Littlepage examines how breast cells progress from normal to malignant in order to develop more effective treatment strategies while advocating for scientific literacy and the advancement of women in science.
	Credentials 2: University of Notre Dame
	First Name 3: Victoria Champion, PhD
	Person 3: Dr. Champion strives to increase colorectal and breast cancer screening in women as a pioneer in developing inter-professional training programs for fellows in behavioral oncology and a consummate mentor of future scientists.
	Credentials 3: Indiana University


